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Abstract

Sources of airborne particulates (PM₁₀) were investigated in two contrasting sites over central Indo-Gangetic Plain (IGP), one representing a rural background (Mirzapur) and another as an urban pollution hotspot (Varanasi). Very high PM₁₀ concentration was noted both in Varanasi (178±105µgm⁻³; N:435) and Mirzapur (131±56µgm⁻³; N:169) with 72% and 62% of monitoring days exceeded the national air quality standard, respectively. Particulate-bound elements contribute significant proportion of PM₁₀ mass (15%-18%), with highest contribution from Ca (7%-10%) and Fe (2%-3%). Besides, presence of Zn (1%-3%), K (1%-2%) and Na (1%-2%) was also noted. Water-soluble ionic species contributed 15%-19% of particulate mass, notably by the secondary inorganic aerosols (SIA). Among the SIA, sulphate (5%-7%) and nitrate (4%) were prominent, contributing 59%-62% of total ionic load, especially in winter. Particulate-bound metallic species and ions were selectively used as signatory molecules and source apportionment of PM₁₀ was done by multivariate factor analysis. UNMIX was able to extract particulate sources in both the locations and crustal resuspensions (dust/-soil) were identified as the dominant source contributing 57%-63% of PM₁₀ mass. Secondary aerosols were the second important source (17%-23%), followed by emissions from biomass/-refuse burning (10-19%). Transport of airborne particulates from upper IGP by prevailing westerly were identified as important contributor of particulates, especially during high particulate loading days. Health risks associated to particulate-bound toxic metal exposure were also assessed. Non-carcinogenic health risk was within the permissible limit while there is possibility of elevated risk for PM₁₀-bound Cr and Cd, if adequate control measures are not in place.
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1. Introduction

Airborne particulates are allied to many adverse health and environmental impacts; especially in heating of lower atmosphere thereby, making changes in atmospheric thermal structure (Satheesh et al., 2009), modifying hydrological cycle (Ramanathan and Carmichael, 2008), affecting food production and nutritional value (Lobell and Field, 2007; Jethva et al., 2019) and more recently in affecting human health (Cohen et al., 2017; Balakrishnan et al., 2019; Chowdhury et al., 2018). Exposure to air pollution has been conceived as the third most important causes of global deaths accounting approximately 7 million premature mortalities worldwide (WHO, 2018). In India, exposure to air pollution has been reported to be the second largest risk contributing disease burden after malnutrition (in 2016, Dandona et al., 2017). Approximately 1.24 million deaths in India are reported to be attributed by air pollution exposure (in 2017), 54% of which are particularly due to the exposure of ambient particulate matter (Balakrishnan et al., 2019). However, magnitude of such multi-lateral impacts depends on several factors; especially the size, morphology and composition of particulates which in most cases, are direct function of particulate sources and prevailing meteorology (Cao et al., 2012; Lelieveld et al., 2015). Therefore, to delineate an effective air quality management plan it is absolutely necessary to accurately identify particulate sources and to quantify their relative contribution to total particulate mass.

Among many global aerosol hotspots, the Indo-Gangetic Plain (IGP) in South Asia is unique in terms of having the highest aerosol loading (Kumar et al., 2018; Dey and Di Girolamo, 2011) and by the presence of diverse kind of particulates (Kedia et al., 2014; Gautam et al., 2011), with considerable spatial (Giles et al., 2011; Mhawish et al. 2017; Sen et al., 2017), temporal (Jethva et al., 2005; Kumar et al., 2018) and vertical variations (Vinjamuri et al., 2020; Mhawish et al., 2020). Despite being a region with high susceptibility to air pollution; information on sources of airborne particulates and their relative contributions are considerably limited over IGP, evident particularly over few urban agglomerates and often concluded with limited observations (Banerjee et al., 2015; Pant and Harrison, 2012). Likewise, sources of airborne particulates (both PM$_{2.5}$ and PM$_{10}$) across IGP are reported primarily from Karachi (Mansha et al., 2012), Delhi (Chowdhury et al., 2007; Shridhar et al., 2010; Sharma et al., 2014), Agra (Singh and Sharma, 2012), Kanpur (Chakarborty and Gupta, 2010; Behera et al., 2011), Kolkata (Chowdhury et al., 2007; Gupta et al., 2007, 2008) and Dhaka (Begum et al., 2007). In priority of the cases, fossil fuel combustion and biomass burning emissions were recognized as principal sources of fine particulates whereas, crustal resuspensions (and road dust) were reported as main source for coarse particulates. Similar conclusion was drawn by Singh et al. (2017) for PM$_{2.5}$ sources across South Asia; referring vehicular emissions, industrial pollution and secondary aerosols as the dominating sources. However, nature and contribution of particulate
sources varies considerably with respect to space and time, and often remain incomparable due to non-uniformity in marker selection, collinearity of varied sources, and/or due to methodological uncertainties (Banerjee et al., 2015; Pant and Harrison, 2012). Besides, inter-comparability of source apportionment studies also constrains by the fact that monitoring sites are often representative of a particular emission source or season. Source apportionment of airborne particulates are exceedingly rare (if not none) over rural and semi-urban locations across IGP and only in limited instances, long-term monitoring data was considered for identifying sources. Such knowledge gap severely limits the causal association of particulate sources and their health impacts thereby, confining effectiveness of air quality control measures.

For this submission, we focused only on central part of IGP as the region has limited number of air monitoring network (and data) with very limited reported instances of characterization of particulate sources. The central part of IGP also holds a unique characteristic of accumulating airborne particulates from the upper IGP by prevailing westerlies (Kumar et al., 2017; Sen et al., 2017). Besides, formation of anti-cyclonic zone facilitates subsidence of particulates from a greater height (Dey and Di Girolamo, 2011). Seasonal variations in localized particulate sources also influence physio-chemical and optical properties of aerosols (Mhawish et al., 2017; Gautam et al., 2011; Kedia et al., 2014). Contribution by different particulate sources and due to meteorological influences, a diverse and dynamic kind of particulate is generally evolved over central IGP which induce fundamental uncertainties in understanding aerosol-climate-health interactions over the region. This initiate the scope of this research to initially identify particulate sources over central IGP and to associate particulate-bound metals with human health. Two monitoring locations were therefore, categorically selected, one representing an urban habitat and the other more with a rural background. Further, non-carcinogenic health risks associated with airborne particulates were also investigated.

2. Experimental location and data analysis
2.1 Study area

Continuous monitoring of airborne PM$_{10}$ was performed both in Varanasi (25° 18′ N, 83° 01′ E, 82.2 m above sea level) and in Mirzapur (82° 35′E, 25° 02′N, 89.1 m above sea level). Both locations represent a common geographical region i.e. central Gangetic plain, although Varanasi is more of an urban city with high population load with frequent influx of tourists, whereas Mirzapur is a rural area surrounded mainly by agricultural and barren land (Fig. 1). Varanasi itself devoid of any major industrial activities except having some small-scale industries like food processing, paint manufacturing, batteries and few manufacturing industries. However, the city also receives
pollutants primarily from the upper IGP by the prevailing westerly blowing across the plain (Kumar et al., 2017; Singh et al., 2018; Sen et al., 2017). Vehicular emissions, road dust and crustal resuspensions with biomass and refuse burning are considered to be the major sources of airborne particulates in Varanasi. In comparison, the monitoring location in Mirzapur represents a rural background, with limited vehicular and commercial activities. Wind induced crustal resuspension coupled with biomass burning for residential cooking and heating purposes are major emitters of air pollutants. Both the stations typically experience a humid sub-tropical climate; while Varanasi does not experience any localized effect of ocean or mountain, Mirzapur is surrounded by several small hills which may influence free dispersion of pollutants. Particulate movement is further constrained by the convective movement of air as the region experiences significant diurnal variation of atmospheric boundary layer (Murari et al., 2017).

2.2 Monitoring of airborne particulates

Particulate monitoring was carried out with respirable dust sampler (APM 460 BL; Envirotech). Both coarse (PM$_{10}$) and total-suspended particulate matter (TSPM) were monitored during the entire period, while particulate composition and sources were only characterized for PM$_{10}$ fraction. Sampler was run once in a week continuously for 24 h for three years in Mirzapur (December 2014 – December 2017). In Varanasi, particulate sampler was run for 24 h for four years (January 2014 – December 2017); once/twice a week during monsoon (JJAS) and post-monsoon (ON) while during summer (MAM) and winter (DJF), sampling was carried out often in each alternative days. Particulates have been deposited on preconditioned 8” X 10” glass fiber filter (Whatman). Filter papers were desiccated 24 h both before and after exposure, and deposition was measured by gravimetric method (AY220, Shimadzu) in humidity and temperature-controlled room. The exposed filters were further stored at -20°C till the completion of all the analysis.

2.3 Analysis of elemental and water-soluble inorganic ions

Exposed filter papers were digested using di-acids (5.55% HNO$_3$ and 16.67% of HCl) on a hotplate for 2 h following USEPA IO-3.2 method (EPA, 1999). Digested filters were filtered (No. 42, Whatman) and analysed for Ca, Fe, Mg, Na, Cu, Co, Cr, Mn, Pb, Cr, Cd, Zn, K, Ni by the atomic absorption spectrophotometer (Avanta Ver 2.01, GBC), having 10% of blank samples to make corrections. Standard recovery tests were made by spiking with a known amount of metal and following identical sample treatment procedure. The range of recovery efficiencies among the metals varied in between 93% (Cu) and 100% (Ni).

Water-soluble inorganic species (WSIS) were analyzed with the help of ion chromatograph (ICS-3000, Dionex, USA). Samples were initially ultrasonicated for 90 min with deionized water,
followed by filtration using a syringe filter (pore size 0.2 µm). Concentration of anions (F\(^{-}\), Cl\(^{-}\), NO\(_3^{-}\) and SO\(_4^{2-}\)) were measured using an anion micro-membrane suppressor (ASRS-300, 4 mm; Dionex, USA) with IonPac analytical column (AS11-HC X 250 mm). All the cations (NH\(_4^{+}\), K\(^{+}\), Ca\(^{2+}\) and Mg\(^{2+}\)) were analyzed using suppressor (CSRS-300, 4 mm; Dionex, USA) with a separation column (IonPac CS17-HC, 4×250 mm; Dionex, USA) having a guard column (IonPac CG17-HC, 4×50 mm; Dionex, USA). The detail procedure for extraction and WSIS analysis are mentioned in Murari et al. (2015) and in Singh et al. (2018).

2.4 Source apportionment of particulate

Principal component analysis (PCA) is a common form of factor analysis used often to reduce number of variables, and helps to transform data into few liner combinations without much loss of information (Banerjee et al., 2015; Ghosh et al., 2018). Here, PCA was run only as an exploratory tool to identify suitable set of principal components in the particulate speciation dataset. PCA was run on entire composition data measured individually in both the stations, without any data treatment and irrespective of any seasonal classification. To run both PCA and UNMIX, a similar set of data was used where negative or zero values were replaced with half of the method detection limit and missing values were replaced by arithmetic means of the closest observation. Besides, only those variables that justify its selection in UNMIX based on specific variance <0.5, were included in the PCA. To get suitable set of principal components, several options like change in number of the factors, Eigen value threshold, variance (%) and rotation of the principal component loadings were explored.

Identification of particulate sources and their respective contribution was made by confirmatory factor analysis using UNMIX (V6.0), an advanced receptor model developed by USEPA (epa.gov/air-research/unmix, accessed on January, 2019). The UNMIX is a multivariate receptor model that seeks edge points in data matrix to identify the particulate sources. These edge points are the spaces where enrichment of the specific chemical species is very low (or null, Henry, 2003). Through geometrically driven approach, UNMIX detect edges in the data matrix by singular value decomposition method (SVD, Banerjee et al., 2015). It assumes that during the monitoring period there are samples which contains very minimal or almost no enrichment from a specific source to differentiate the contribution. The model can be expressed as:

\[
C_{ij} = \sum_{l=1}^{p} \left( \sum_{k=1}^{p} U_{ik} D_{kl} \right) V_{lj} + \epsilon_{ij}
\]

where \(U\), \(D\), and \(V\) are \(n\times p\), \(p\times p\) diagonal, and \(p\times m\) matrices, respectively. \(\epsilon_{ij}\) is the error consisting all the variability in \(C_{ij}\) not accounted by first principal components (\(p\)). Like other confirmatory factor
analysis, UNMIX does not require preidentified source profile which makes it readily applicable for diverse region. To run UNMIX, similar dataset was used as to run PCA; negative or zero values were replaced with half of the method detection limit, missing values were replaced by arithmetic means of the closest observation and species with >50 percent of the variance due to error (or specific variance, SV>0.5) was considered for exclusion. The model has been used in several source apportionment studies both globally (Henry, 2000; Larsen and Baker, 2003; Maykut et al., 2003; Mukerjee et al., 2004) and in India (Chakraborty and Gupta, 2010; Tiwari et al., 2013), and has produced satisfactory results.

2.5 Particle backward trajectory

To understand the origin and trans-boundary movement of air mass over the sampling locations, NOAA HYSPLIT backward trajectory model (Hybrid Single Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory; Draxler and Rolph, 2003) was run using archived meteorological dataset. Five-days (120 h) air mass back-trajectories were plotted at an altitude of 500 m (AMSL) using the Global Data Assimilation System data (GDAS, 0.5°×0.5°) available at http://ready.arl.noaa.gov/gdas1.php. However, instead of plotting particle transport for each monitoring days; backward trajectories were only simulated for 20% of low PM\textsubscript{10} loading days (Varanasi: <80 µgm\textsuperscript{-3}, N: 86; Mirzapur: <75 µgm\textsuperscript{-3}, N: 30) and 20% very high PM\textsubscript{10} loading days (Varanasi: >250 µgm\textsuperscript{-3}, N: 89; Mirzapur: >175 µgm\textsuperscript{-3}, N: 34), to distinguish any specific movement of air mass that is influencing local particulate concentration. Besides, concentration weighted trajectories (CWT; Wang et al., 2009; Kumar et al., 2018) were also drawn on similar conditions, considering surface particulate concentration to recognize potential source fields and their relative contribution.

2.6 Geo-accumulation index

Geo-accumulation index (I\textsubscript{geo}) helps to assess the extent of heavy metals contamination in airborne particulate by comparing their particulate-bound concentration against concentration found in the Earth crust. Here, it was used to provide an estimate for anthropogenic influence on trace metals and was computed based on equation (2) given by Muller (1979)

\[
I_{\text{geo}} = \log_2 \left[ \frac{C_{\text{e(sample)}}}{1.5 * C_{\text{e(crustal)}}} \right]
\]

(2)

where, \(C_{\text{e(sample)}}\) and \(C_{\text{e(crustal)}}\) is the concentration of species ‘\(e\)’ in sample and earth crust, respectively. The I\textsubscript{geo} have seven classes defining pollution level from uncontaminated to extremely contaminated (Nowrouzi and Pourkhabbaz, 2014; Izhar et al., 2016).

2.7 Human health risk assessment

2.7.1 Exposure dose assessment
Health risk assessments of a species depend upon the pathways i.e. by ingestion (ing.), inhalation (inh.) and by dermal contact (der.), through which the specific species come into the contact of a human body. Human body exposures are computed for particulate-bound individual element in terms of average daily dose of exposure following USEPA (2009) guideline. Average daily exposure dose of PM$_{10}$-bound heavy metals (mg kg$^{-1}$ day$^{-1}$) were calculated as:

i. Through ingestion (ADDE$_{ing}$)

$$ADDE(ing) = CE \frac{IngR \times Exp \ Freq \times Exp \ Dur \times Conv \ Fact}{Body \ Weight \times Avg \ Time}$$

ii. Through inhalation (ADDE$_{inh}$)

$$ADDE(inh) = CE \frac{InhR \times Exp \ Freq \times Exp \ Dur \times Part \ Emiss \ Fact}{Body \ Weight \times Avg \ Time}$$

iii. Through dermal contact (ADDE$_{derm}$)

$$ADDE(derm) = CE \frac{Skin \ Area \times Adh \ Fac \times Event \ Freq \times ABS \times Exp \ Dur \times Conv \ Fact}{Body \ Weight \times Avg \ Time}$$

where, ADDE is the average daily intake of the particular element (µg kg$^{-1}$ day$^{-1}$); CE, concentration of element in PM$_{10}$ (µg m$^{-3}$); IngR, ingestion rate (children: 60; adults: 30 mg day$^{-1}$); Exp Freq, exposure frequency (365 yr$^{-1}$); Exp Dur, exposure duration (children: 6; adults: 24 years); Conv Fact, to convert mg kg$^{-1}$ to kg kg$^{-1}$; Body Weight (children: 15; adult: 70 kg); Avg Time, average time period in days which was calculated as Exp dur * 365; InhR, inhalation rate (children: 20; adult: 7.63 m$^3$ day$^{-1}$); Part Emiss Fact, particle emission factor (1.36*10$^9$ m$^3$ kg$^{-1}$); Skin Area, exposed skin surface area (children: 2800; adults: 5700 cm$^2$); Adh Fac, adherence factor (children: 0.2; adults: 0.07 mg cm$^{-2}$h$^{-1}$); Event Freq, event frequency (one event per day); ABS, dermal absorption factor (0.001 for both children and adult) (USEPA, 2007, 2009, 2011; Izhar et al., 2016).

### 2.7.2 Non-carcinogenic health risk

Non-carcinogenic health risk due to PM$_{10}$-bound heavy metals is measured in terms of Hazard quotient (HQ) and Hazard index (HI). HQ was calculated by dividing average daily dose of exposure with the reference daily intake (RfD). Since multiple elements are involved with PM$_{10}$, hence their collective effect (HI) was the integration of individual HQs (Zheng et al., 2010). HI values >1 indicate existence of significant non-carcinogenic health risk and <1 indicate no significant risk (US EPA, 2001).

$$HQ(ing/inh/der) = \frac{ADD(ing/inh/der)}{RfD(ing/inh/der)}$$

$$HI = \sum_{i=1}^{n} HQi$$
3. Results and discussion

3.1 Characteristics of particulate concentration

Ambient air quality both in terms of suspended respirable particulate (PM$_{10}$) and total-suspended particulate (TSPM) was measured in two contrasting locations over central IGP, and a total of 435 (Varanasi) and 169 (Mirzapur) particulate samples were analyzed for particulate mass (Fig. 2) and composition (Fig. 3-4). Overall mean PM$_{10}$ concentration in Varanasi was 178 (±105) µgm$^{-3}$ (mean±SD), representing 65% of total particulate loading (273±145 µgm$^{-3}$). The annual mean concentration was comparable to the reported concentration of 176 (±85) µgm$^{-3}$ by Murari et al. (2015) for year 2013. In Mirzapur, the annual average loading of PM$_{10}$ and TSPM was 131 (±56) µgm$^{-3}$ and 195 (±71) µgm$^{-3}$, respectively. Both the stations revealed a very high particulate concentration well above the standard as prescribed by Central Pollution Control Board (60 µgm$^{-3}$) and WHO (20 µgm$^{-3}$). Average ratio of PM$_{10}$ to TSPM varied in between 0.64 and 0.66, signifying considerable proportion of total particulate loading was consist of particulates with aerodynamic diameter less than 10 µm.

We also note a marked seasonality in particulate concentration with post-monsoon and winter months are in general having very poor air quality with 100% exceedance in PM$_{10}$ concentration compared to national standard. This is in comparison to 62% (Mirzapur) and 72% (Varanasi) of exceedance on an annual basis. During winter season, average PM$_{10}$ concentration in Varanasi was 268 (±105) µgm$^{-3}$ with a 24 h maximum of 535 µgm$^{-3}$. Indiscriminate burning of biomass especially for household cooking and residential heating, waste incineration, vehicular emissions, dusts/soils are often considered as the prime sources of PM$_{10}$ at Varanasi. Except winter, relative concentration of PM$_{10}$ was comparable during summer (176±73 µgm$^{-3}$) and post monsoon (167±70 µgm$^{-3}$). In contrast, there was no such difference in between winter (168 ± 49 µgm$^{-3}$) and post-monsoon seasons (172 ± 65 µgm$^{-3}$) in Mirzapur with lowest concentration noted during monsoon season (68±20 µgm$^{-3}$).

3.2. Composition of particulates

Composition of airborne particulate and their relative variations are shown in figure 3 and descriptive statistics are included in Table S1-S2 (supplementary file). Among the identified elements, Ca and Fe contributed the most both in Varanasi and Mirzapur. Overall, elemental species
contribute 15% of PM$_{10}$ concentrations in Varanasi with primary contribution from Ca (9.1%) and Fe (1.9%; Fig. 4). Among the other elements, Na (1.0%), K (1.0%) and Zn (1.3%) were also found to enrich particulate mass. The contribution of elemental species did not vary considerably among the seasons (summer: 16.5%; winter: 16.7%), and both Ca (10%) and Fe (2%) contributed the major fraction of particulate mass during both the seasons. The monitoring location in Mirzapur represents a rural background, thereby dominance of crustal originated species was expected. On annual basis, elemental species contributed 18% of particulate mass in Mirzapur, that too primarily influenced by Ca (7.2%) and Fe (3.0%). Minor contributions from Zn (2.6%), K (1.8%) and Na (1.6%) were also noted. Within the detectable limit of metallic concentrations, Ca, Fe, Mg and Na were prevalent both in Mirzapur and in Varanasi, signifying primary contribution of crustal resuspensions while presence of other elements like Fe and K indicate contribution from biomass and waste burning. Presence of PM$_{10}$ bound trace amount of Zn (1.3%-2.7%), particularly during winter months (3.7%-5.5%) may be an indication of emissions from burning of residual oil, refuse and garbage (Gonzalez et al., 2016).

Among the WSIS; SO$_4^{2-}$, NO$_3^-$, NH$_4^+$ constitute the major fraction of PM$_{10}$ mass followed by traces of K$^+$, Cl$^-$ and F. In Varanasi, annually averaged WSIS accounted approximately 19% of particulate mass, that too varied considerably among the seasons (summer: 16.0%; winter: 21.3%). Major ions contributed to PM$_{10}$ mass was SO$_4^{2-}$ (6.7%), NO$_3^-$ (3.9%) and NH$_4^+$ (2.8%) followed by Cl$^-$ (3.0%). The secondary inorganic species (SIA = SO$_4^{2-}$ + NO$_3^-$ + NH$_4^+$) accounted 13.4% of the particulate mass concentration, comparatively high during winter (15.7%) against summer months (12.1%). Similar was the case in Mirzapur, where SIA contributed almost 11.9% of particulate, with significant variation between summer (10.8%) and winter months (18.7%). The variation in ionic contribution among the seasons was mainly influenced by SO$_4^{2-}$ (summer: 4.7%; winter: 8.6%), NO$_3^-$ (summer: 4.0%; winter: 5.6%) and NH$_4^+$ (summer: 2.1%; winter: 4.7%). For both the stations, SIA contribute the major fraction of particulate mass during winter months indicating secondary nature of PM$_{10}$ sources over the region (Saxena et al., 2017, Murari et al., 2015). It is worth to mention that particulate-bound water-soluble Ca$^{2+}$ and Mg$^{2+}$ were also detected in high abundance (4-7% of PM$_{10}$ mass) in both the locations but was not reported here, as both the species were rich in element form compared to its ionic form. We also tried to constitute the sources of particulate-bound nitrogen and sulfur using NO$_3^-$ to SO$_4^{2-}$ ratio as a proxy for mobile and stationary source contribution (Tian et al., 2016). The ratio of water-soluble NO$_3^-$/SO$_4^{2-}$ for Varanasi was 0.75 (±0.76) and 0.83 (±0.18) for Mirzapur, both representing dominance of stationary sources. However, NO$_3^-$/SO$_4^{2-}$ ratio reduced during the months of winter (Varanasi: 0.59; Mirzapur: 0.65) referring increase in stationary source contribution, particularly from the burning of fuels for residential heating. The contribution of biomass burning was also noted by the added contribution of K$^+$ and NH$_4^+$ ion during winter months.
Both K$^+$ and NH$_4^+$ ions are indicator of biomass burning emissions and their relative contribution to PM$_{10}$ mass concentration increased during winter for both in Varanasi (K$^+$: 2.0% NH$_4^+$: 3.2%) and in Mirzapur (K$^+$: 1.6% NH$_4^+$: 4.7%). It is to be noted that organic fraction (representing both aliphatic and aromatic organics) associated with PM$_{10}$ was also assessed by organic solvent extraction process following ASTM (2010). Solvent extracted organic fraction (OF) constitute 19%-23% of particulate mass. However, due to non-availability of organic speciation dataset, this was not included in the multivariate factor analysis.

3.3. Identification of major sources

We used Principal Component Analysis (PCA) initially to identify principal factors (or components) that explain the maximum variance within the particulate speciation dataset. PCA is a method for multivariate factor analysis which is often used as an exploratory tool to quantify source contribution by combining factor analysis with a multi-linear regression model (Viana et al., 2008; Ghosh et al., 2018). The factors identified by the PCA was used to share the entire variability of the datasets and factor with maximum variance was interpreted as the most influential source. We performed PCA on entire particulate composition dataset measured in both the stations, without any data treatment and irrespective of any seasons (Fig. S1). However, only those variables were included in the PCA that also justified its selection in UNMIX based on specific variance. Therefore, species like F$^-$ and Cl$^-$ were not included in the analyses as they induced higher uncertainty. A total of five factors were sorted having eigen value >1. All the factors in combination explain >92% of variance for Varanasi (92.6%) and Mirzapur (96.06%). The principal factors identified by PCA are:

**Factor 1.** The first factor indicates a high dominance of Ca, Fe, Mg, Na and explain 52% to 56% of variance for Mirzapur and Varanasi, respectively. Both Ca, Fe and Mg are considered to be originated from Earth’s crust which become airborne by prevailing wind (Banerjee et al., 2017), while Mg and Na also pose crustal signature as there was no intrusion of marine aerosols (Pant and Harrison, 2012).

**Factor 2.** This was mainly enriched by the species like Co, Cu, Cr, Pb contributing 15% to 17% of variance for both the stations. Both Pb and Cu are internationally accepted marker of vehicular emissions as Pb typically used as additive in Petrol, before being phased out from India in year 2000. Emission of Cu and traces of Cr are linked with brake linings emissions. In Factor 2, presence of Ni, Cd and Co in significant loading were also noted in Mirzapur. Presence of Ni is a possible indicator of combustion of heavy oil (Khare and Baruah, 2010) while Cd and Co is an established marker of industrial emissions. That possibly indicate that the factor 2 was a combination of vehicular emissions mixed with industrial sources.
**Factor 3.** Enriched with the elemental species like K, Zn, Mn with K\(^+\) with a contribution of 13-16% of variance. The K\(^+\) is an established marker of biomass/wood combustion where there is no influence of marine aerosols (Singh et al., 2018). Particulate bound Zn mainly emits from burning of residual oil, refuse, and garbage with greater accumulation in coarser particulates (Gonzalez et al., 2016). So, this factor indicates emission from biomass burning with added contribution from waste/refuse incineration. However, a moderate loading of Mn and Ca indicate that occasionally the factor may also be influenced by various other emission sources (like crustal/road dust, industrial emissions).

**Factor 4.** This factor shows loading of secondary inorganic aerosols (SO\(_4^{2-}\), NO\(_3^-\) and NH\(_4^+\)) which are well accepted marker for secondary aerosols originated mainly from photochemical reactions of primary species. Individually, agricultural and industrial emissions are linked with NH\(_4^+\) emission while SO\(_4^{2-}\) is attributed to coal combustion and wood burning. Primary emissions of NO\(_x\) and SO\(_2\) however, gradually transform by photochemical reactions and constitute various salts via gas-to-particle conversion. For both the stations, secondary aerosols were found to share 9%-10% of variance.

### 3.4 Particulate sources identified by UNMIX

Possible sources of airborne particulate in Varanasi and Mirzapur was quantified by confirmatory factor analysis using UNMIX (V6.0). Initially, UNMIX was applied in entire particulate dataset (Varanasi: 435; Mirzapur: 169) with all the measured elemental and WSIS species excluding F\(^-\) and Cl\(^-\) (due to higher variability, specific variance >0.5). Besides, dataset was also classified for two prominent seasons i.e. summer (Varanasi: 149; Mirzapur: 53) and winter (Varanasi: 125; Mirzapur: 50), to identify the seasonal variations of prominent sources. Identical source signature was considered that was also used in multivariate factor analysis like PCA. The source apportionment of particulate measured during monsoon and post-monsoon was not achieved due to limited dataset therefore, was only included in the annual data profile.

Overall, UNMIX was able to extract particulate sources for both the locations with crustal resuspensions (dust/soil) sharing the prominent proportion of particulate sources throughout the monitoring period (Fig. 5). Dust and crustal elements suspended by wind contribute almost 63% of PM\(_{10}\) sources in Varanasi, which typically enhanced during summer months (71%) compared to winter (51%). The most prominent source for PM\(_{10}\) in Mirzapur was also crustal resuspensions, contributing 57% of total PM\(_{10}\) mass, while being slightly higher during winter (70%) compared to summer months (61%). During summer, the crustal elements were found to be mixed with Cu and Pb in Mirzapur, indicating added contribution from vehicular emissions and road dusts.

Characteristically, both summer and winter months are dry across IGP with minimum rainfall (Murari
et al., 2017) which induce a greater resuspension of airborne particulate into the atmosphere. Besides, being mainly a land-locked region, the advective movement of pollutants over central IGP are rather low compared to convective movement which induce large-scale lifting of aerosols to a greater height, particularly during summer months (Gautam et al., 2011). Therefore, resuspension of dust/soil through prevailing wind contribute a considerable proportion of coarse particulates over the region, which may only be controlled by increasing green cover, both by promoting urban forestry and creating artificial forest cover.

The second important source of PM$_{10}$ that emerge out is secondary aerosols, which are the photochemical products (ammonium sulphate and ammonium nitrate, secondary organics etc.) of primary precursors (VOCs, NH$_3$, SO$_2$ and NOx), which transforms to condense phase both by gaseous and liquid-phase reactions. Ideally, the contribution of secondary aerosols and aerosols (and its precursors) emitted from biomass burning emissions have common source signature and therefore, in most cases discriminating their individual contribution to total particulate loading is critical. Here, secondary aerosols were found to contribute 17% of PM$_{10}$ mass in Varanasi that varied within a range of 14% (summer) to 37% (winter). Similar was the case for Mirzapur, where secondary aerosol contributed 23% of particulate mass. However, during summer, secondary aerosols were also mixed with traces of Cd and Ni, indicating added contribution from industrial sources.

The contribution of biomass (and waste/-refuse) burning emissions to PM$_{10}$ loading was also assessed. The higher contribution of biomass burning emissions in Mirzapur (19%; 7%-25%) compared to Varanasi (10%; 4%-9%) was essentially due to the massive use of biomass-based fuels both for residential cooking and heating purposes (Banerjee et al., 2017). Besides, Mirzapur is the hub of many brick kilns which are particularly active during summer months and use of biomass-based fuels like cow dung cake, fuel residues, coal, wood are very common. Inefficient combustion within these furnaces potentially emits huge quantities of particulate matter (Begum et al., 2007). This possibly the reason behind increase contribution of biomass and refuse burning emissions in Mirzapur during summer months. The contribution of vehicular emissions in PM$_{10}$ mass concentration for both the stations was within a range of 2%-9%. Vehicular emissions primarily contribute fine particulate of size <2.5 µm therefore, their relative contribution to PM$_{10}$ was expected to be less. Here, vehicular emissions were traced by the presence of Cu and Pb. However, presence of Co, Cd and Ni particularly during winter months in Mirzapur possibly indicate that vehicular sources were also mixed with industrial sources.

The nature of PM$_{10}$ sources over central IGP was comparable to that of reported sources for other cities across IGP like Delhi (Srivastava and Jain, 2007; Srivastava et al., 2009; Khillare and Sarkar, 2012); Kanpur (Shukla and Sharma, 2008); Agra (Singh and Sharma, 2012) and in Dhaka
(Begum et al., 2007). All these studies concluded the major contribution of crustal resuspensions as the prime source of PM$_{10}$. However, there are instances when contribution of secondary sources (Delhi, Sharma et al., 2014) and waste disposal (Kolkata, Karar and Gupta, 2007) were also held responsible for PM$_{10}$ emissions.

### 3.5 Potential particulate source filed and transport

To understand possible origin of airborne particulates and transport through prevailing air mass, 5-days back-trajectories were plotted over both the sites at 500m AMSL (Fig. 6a-d). For both the stations, during low particulate loading days (Varanasi: <80 µgm$^{-3}$; Mirzapur: <75 µgm$^{-3}$), both marine and continental air masses contributed to particulate loading. Primary origin of marine air masses were Arabian Sea and Bay of Bengal whereas, continental air masses were mainly from western semi-arid region, Central highlands and Deccan plateau; with very few originated from upper IGP. This was in contrast to high particulate loading days (Varanasi: >250 µgm$^{-3}$; Mirzapur: >175 µgm$^{-3}$) when almost all the air masses have originated from upper IGP e.g. northern parts of Pakistan, Punjab (India) and western semi-arid region. The CWT (Fig. 6e-f) also reciprocates the particulate transport pathways identifying the upper IGP as the most important source region, both during high and low particulate loading days. This certainly establish the westerlies as prominent wind to facilitate transport of pollutants from upper IGP to central IGP, which has also been reported by other contemporary researchers; especially during pre- (Sen et al., 2017) and post-monsoon (Singh et al., 2018) and in winter season (Kumar et al., 2017).

### 3.6 Assessment of PM$_{10}$ bound metal contamination

Particulate-bound metal contamination was evaluated in terms of Geo-accumulation index ($I_{\text{geo}}$). The $I_{\text{geo}}$ for PM$_{10}$ bound metals in Varanasi and Mirzapur with classes for degree of contamination are shown in Figure 7. Intra-species contamination for all the metals varied considerably and except Co, $I_{\text{geo}}$ remain comparable for both the locations. The degree of contamination by Cd was none ($I_{\text{geo}}<0$) whereas in Mirzapur, exposure to Cu, Pb and Ni showed moderate contamination ($I_{\text{geo}}$: 1-2). The same remain true for Varanasi as exposure to PM$_{10}$ bound Pb indicate moderate contamination in contrast to Co, Cu and Cr, which showed moderate to strong contamination ($I_{\text{geo}}$: 2-4). Overall, for both the sites the highest level of contamination appears due to the presence of Ca, Mg, Na, K and Fe ($I_{\text{geo}}$ >10) followed by Mn and Zn ($I_{\text{geo}}$: 6-8). Strong enrichment of the elements like Ca, Mg, Na, K, Fe, Mn and moderate enrichment of Co, Cu, Cr and Zn indicate that over central IGP, particulate sources like crustal resuspensions, vehicular and biomass/ refuse burning do instigate considerable level of threat to human beings.

### 3.7 Human health risk assessment
The average daily dose of exposure (ADDE) was used to assess the non-carcinogenic threat of PM$_{10}$ bound heavy metals through different exposure pathways viz. ingestion, inhalation and dermal contact. The ADDE both for adults and children for individual metals are included in Table S3 (supplementary file). It indicates that, health risk induced by PM$_{10}$ bound metals are much higher in children compared to adults, possibly because of higher rate of exposure (like IngR, InhR) for children and due to lower body weight. Both in Varanasi and Mirzapur, exposure risk is lowest by inhalation and highest for ingestion in both the age groups. Almost in all the cases, exposure risks are higher in an order of 1 to 3 by ingestion, also reported in other case studies, like in Kanpur (Izhar et al., 2016) and in West Bengal (Ghosh et al., 2018).

Non-carcinogenic health effects of PM$_{10}$ bound metals are also assessed in terms of hazard quotient (HQ) and hazard index (HI), and are shown in Figure 8 (Table S4). Children were found to experience high non-carcinogenic health effects compared to adults. For individual metals, the HQ was measured high in Varanasi compared to Mirzapur, because of high contamination levels in urban environment compared to rural areas. Exposure to Cr, Pb (in Varanasi) and Cd (in Mirzapur) through ingestion shows highest hazardous effect in both age groups. In both the sites, low HQ values (<1) signify non-carcinogenic health risk is within the permissible limit. However, high HI values of carcinogenic elements (like Cr and Cd) compared to other heavy metals signify that in future, HI may exceed if adequate policies are not implemented to control emissions of particulate matter.

**Conclusions**

Considering the limited observation of particulate sources across IGP, present study was conducted to apportion the sources of airborne particulate, their relative contribution and seasonal variations. Besides, health risk posed by particulate bound metals to various age groups was also evaluated. Two contrasting locations were selected, one representing a rural and other as an urban background. Average concentration of PM$_{10}$ in between 2014 and 2017 was 178 (±105) µgm$^{-3}$ (Varanasi) and 131 (±56) µgm$^{-3}$ (Mirzapur). Twenty-four hours average PM$_{10}$ concentration frequently exceeded the air quality standard throughout the year, with maximum exceedance particularly in winter. The ratio of PM$_{10}$ to total particulate loading (0.64-0.66) signify the abundance of coarser fraction in ambient environment of Varanasi and Mirzapur. Overall, elemental species constitute 15% (Varanasi) and 18% (Mirzapur) of PM$_{10}$ concentration, with prevalence of Ca, Fe, Mg and Na. The WSIS accounted 15%-19% PM$_{10}$ mass, with primary contribution from SIA (SO$_4^{2-}$, NO$_3^-$, NH$_4^+$), followed by Cl with considerable seasonal variations that were associated to the changes in emission types. The average ratio of NO$_3$/SO$_4^{2-}$ for Varanasi and Mirzapur were less than unity,
representing the dominance of stationary sources. Initially, PCA was run to identify principal factors in particulate speciation dataset and to access their possible origin. Five factors were sorted having eigen value >1 and explaining total variance >92% for Varanasi and Mirzapur. The source contribution achieved by UNMIX on overall dataset indicate crustal resuspension (dust/-soil; Varanasi: 63%; Mirzapur: 57%) as the primary source of PM$_{10}$ concentration, followed by secondary aerosols, biomass and refuse burning and vehicular emissions. Contribution of particulates transported from upper IGP and north-western dry land to central IGP by prevailing westerlies were found to elevate regional pollution load. Hazard quotient of individual metals show higher contamination in Varanasi compared to Mirzapur. Non-carcinogenic health risk assessment confirms heavy metals associated health risk is within the permissible limit, although have potential to elevate if proper control measures are not adopted.
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Figure 1. Airborne particulate monitoring locations over central Indo-Gangetic Plain.

Note. The background map is the courtesy of ©Google Earth.
Figure 2. Monthly mean variations of airborne PM$_{10}$ and total particulate mass concentrations. 

Note. The dark shade indicate concentration of total particulate mass (TSPM) and light grey indicates the standard deviation of PM$_{10}$ concentration.
Figure 3. Distribution of particulate-bound elements and water-soluble ion concentrations.
Figure 4. Relative composition of particulate in (a) Varanasi and (b) Mirzapur.

Note. Composition of rest of the trace metals (in black shade) are also classified. All unit are in percentage and the values represent overall mean contribution. UM- Unmeasured; OF- Organic fraction.
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Figure 6. Potential particulate transport pathways (a-d) and source fields (e-h) during low and high PM$_{10}$ loading conditions in Varanasi (a,b,e,f) and Mirzapur (c,d,g,h).
Figure 7. Geoaccumulation index of PM$_{10}$ bound metals and associated level of contamination.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>$I_{geo}$</th>
<th>Degree of contamination</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>≤ 0</td>
<td>Uncontaminated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0-1</td>
<td>Uncontaminated to Moderately</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>contaminated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>Moderately contaminated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2-3</td>
<td>Moderately to strongly contaminated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>Strongly contaminated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4-5</td>
<td>Strongly to extremely contaminated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>&gt;5</td>
<td>Extremely contaminated</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 8. Hazard Quotient (HQ) and Hazard Index (HI) for adults and children with respect to PM$_{10}$ bound metal exposure.
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RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS

- PM$_{10}$ concentration is very high over central Gangetic Plain, particularly in winter.
- Particulate bound elemental species are mostly of crustal origin.
- Secondary inorganic aerosols contribute 60% of total ionic load.
- Crustal resuspensions are most dominating source followed by secondary aerosols.
- Health-risk assessment concludes possible risk of contamination by Cr and Cd.
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